Volunteer at
St. Patrick’s
Festival!

16 – 20 March 2022
Dublin, Ireland
stpatricksfestival.ie

Crossing Point Marshall
One of the longest St Patrick’s Day parade routes
in the world, we have thousands of participants
and millions of visitors. Assist Gardai at one of 21
crossing points along the route, allowing foot traffic
to cross safely without breaking up parade troupes.
Pageant & Band Flag Carrier
Did you want to be an even bigger part of the
parade but didn’t know a way in? This role is for
you. March with the floats and pageant groups,
carrying banners and flags either ahead of the float
or as part of the pageant. You WILL be on TV so
feel free to be a star!
Accessibility Assistant
St Patrick’s’ inclusivity is well known.
(Well, maybe not for snakes!) One of our most
important roles is to be able to offer a bit more
assistance and support for those who need it, to
give everyone attending a fair chance of enjoying
our world-famous festival and parade.
Hospitality Assistant
Got a passion for customer service? The frontof-house volunteers are the beating heart of the
festival for everyone attending. From the general
public to the VIPs, your role is to be their helping
hand… their comfort zone… their guiding light.
Events Assistant
There are dozens of events taking place over the
course of the festival and each one needs some
degree of set-up, take-down, queue management,
runners, stagehands, site services, lifting and
shifting… Is event management or site work
your thing? This one’s for you!
Parade Control Assistant
The parade is the largest event of the festival
requiring a huge amount of live production. The
parade control crew keeps the flow. You’ll alert
troupes to changing conditions, collaborate with
crossing marshals when the parade needs to stop
and let everyone know when they’re on TV!

